**THE LOWEST PRESSURE**  **THE HIGHEST FLOW RATES**

**DRILL FASTER**  **With XRV**

The XRV is a downhole vibratory tool which creates an oscillating axial force in the workstring. This oscillating force helps combat friction between the drillpipe and the wellbore which aids in moving the pipe in hole, reduces slip-stick, transfers weight to the BHA and improves tool face control during sliding.

- Excellent tool face control
- Increased sliding ROP
- No moving parts
- No elastomers
- No temperature limitations or fluid compatibility issues
- Compatible with all MWD/LWD
- Wide range of flow rates
- Wide array of tool connections
- Less WOB requirements result in longer bit life

**Mid-Continent Region**
405.378.5450
Oklahoma City, OK

**Southwest Region**
432.288.9052
Odessa, TX

**Canada**
780.986.0807
Leduc, AB

**Rocky Mountain Region**
701.839.0167
Cheyenne, WY. Minot, ND

**Appalachian Region**
412.787.2060
Pittsburgh, PA

www.ttsdrilling.com